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Abstract 
The intraseasonal variab~lity (ISV) of the northeast Indian ocean circulation IS 
studied using the Modular Ocean Model (Pacanowska, 1996), set up for the Indlan 
ocean and forced with daly mnd stress for the year 1991. The dmly mnd stress IS 
created from the daily mean zonal and meridiond wind from the National Centers 
for Environmental Prediction, U S A (NCEP) Reanalysis (Kalnay et a1 , 1996). 
The rehabllity of the dady surface mnds from the NCEP reanalysis was assessed 
by comparing it with wind from deep sea met-ocean buoys deployed in the Bay of 
Bengal by the Department of Ocean ~e;elo~ment (DOD). Cornpanson wlth the 
wind from the buoys shows that the NCEP wind product fa~thfully captures the 
seasonal cycle and the intraseasonal variab~lity on time scales longer than a few 
days The monthly mean of the NCEP wind stress was also compared mth monthly 
mean wind stress created from the Flonda State University (FSU) pseudostress 
(Legler et a1 , 1989). The amplitude of the annual cycle of FSU wind stress is larger 
than that of NCEP. Over most of the north Indian ocean, it is necessary to multiply 
the NCEP wind stress components by 1 4 to enhance the amplitude of their annual 
/ 
cycle, and make it comparabfe to that of the FSU wind stress. 
Three model runs are performed using different wind forcing. The first run uses 
the daily wind stress derived from the NCEP surface m d s  The second run uses 
low pass filtered NCEP daily wind stress that has only the seasonal cycle, while the 
third run uses that part of the NCEP wind stress whlch contains only the higher 
frequency (i e. intraseasonal) variability. 
Cornpaxison mth  awlable observations in the northeast Indian ocean in 1991 
shows that the structure and variabihty of the observed flow fields in the upper 
ocean are well simulated by the model. In particular, the subseasonal fluctuations 
in the model volume transpofi south of Sri Lanka are in phase with the observed 
fluctuations (Schott et a1 , 1994) The ampli$ude of the ISV is underestimated by 
the model. 
The intraseasonal fluctuations (peaks and troughs) in upper ocean volume trans- 
port are associated w th  strengthening, weakening and reversal of currents. Compar- 
ison of transport across several sections in the northeast Indian ocean shows that 
the full ocean clrculation (first run) IS close to the sum of the seasonally varying 
clrculation (second run) and the ISV of the ocean circulation ( t h d  run) Thus, 
the ISV of the upper ocean clrculation ~s dr~ven directly by the ISV of the wind 
stress The most promulent signals of intraseasonal vanabihty of the ocean crrcu- 
lation are explained m terms of the intraseasonal vanabllity of the wind stress. In 
particular, the strengthemg of the Southwest Monsoon Current in June, the strong 
subseasonal fluctuations south of Sri Lanka throughout the year, and the Kelvin 
wave propagabon from the equator, around the boundary of the Bay of Bengd to 
the east coast of India m June/July, can be explamed in terms of action of ISV of 
m d s  on the ocean. 
Just as in the atmosphere, Instabilities in the ocean would be expected to cause 
the model results to devrate from observations as the integration progresses. But 
the model is able to simulate the phase of the intraseasonal variability seen in the 
1991 observations, even after four years of integration Thus oceanic mstabdities 
appear to be unimportant m the lntraseasonal vaxiabllity over the northeast Indian 
